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The Impact campaign for this film kicked off in Kenya in
April 2017. This was shortly after its world premiere at
CPH:DOX Denmark. We set out on a community driven
impact campaign, led by the most urgent climate change
needs of the community in Mutomo, Kitui County where
Kisilu comes from. We saw Mutomo as a representation
of similar areas in Kenya and the larger East Africa that
were hardest hit by climate change hence this area would
serve as a pilot on climate change adaptation methods that
could work and be sustained by the community long after
the campaign.

Our main objectives were to start the journey of
building climate resilient communities, changing
hearts and minds, get the film to be used by
organizations to spread climate change awareness
among farmers, governments and students
and change structures through policy makers
involvement.
To kick this off we ran a series of pilot screenings of the
film’s trailer. These were followed by impact screenings
of the full length film in Kyatune ward and later the film
premiere in Nairobi. The work was supported by FORD
Foundation, Heinrich Boell Foundation East and Horn of
Africa, Bertha via Doc Society’s Bertha Connect fund and
Docubox (East Africa Documentary Film Fund).

These trailer screenings served as a research opportunity on
how to best and effectively use the film as a tool for climate
change adaptation. It was the first time a film was being
used as a tool in this area for this agenda. We also wanted
to start the discussion on climate change adaptation as a
way of building up momentum to later screenings.

After these meetings, we went back to Mutomo.
On February of 2017 we conducted the trailer
screenings to four groups that were already
involved in climate change adaptation efforts, each
consisting between twenty five to thirty people
plus a school.

The community also requested to have a meeting with the
county office leadership which is incharge of budgets and
resources on the community level. They wanted to know
how they could benefit from the already allocated resources
and programmes in the adaptation and fight against climate
change in their county.

Straight away, we appealed to the communities ownership
of this film which had largely been made in their locale. We
needed the communities participation and contribution on
how we could use the full length film as an effective tool
to inform and encourage discussions on climate change
resilience and most important for the community to come
up with what they believed would be the solution in their
area.

The members were happy to see their home area on film,
promptly sparking heated discussions on climate change,
how they were being affected and the government’s
involvement. Many members gave their suggestions on
how they hoped the film could be used to bring change in
their area.

‘If an organization comes and says that they want to help
us build a dam and that the only problem is land, I am
willing to give a piece of my own land to be used for this
purpose, because a dam is something that will take away
our suffering.’ Musya Kyinyili - Community Elder.

In December of 2016, we visited Mutomo and consulted
with community representatives on the best way to
convene people for this purpose and what the best way to
conduct effective trailer screenings would be. This resulted
in the community representatives identifying four different
areas that would serve as venues for the screenings. The
venues would enable diverse members of the community to
participate and also favor a wide reach of the ward, making
the feedback as inclusive as possible.

The suggested solutions included education on ways
of farming that are drought resistant, development of
homegrown solutions to the climate challenges in their
ward, effective water harvesting, irrigation projects, earth
dams and exposure on how other farmers in the country
are dealing with similar issues, crops and seed varieties
that are drought resistant or that can thrive in their area
(i.e. millet, cassava, green grams etc).

‘We are not even asking to be given aid, if we are just given
information, then will make informed decisions on what
to plant because every season we are just getting losses’
Maria Gideon. Community Member
‘Our forefathers used to grow cassava, green grams yams
and millet. Who told us to stop planting all these indigenous
foods and plant maize? In my opinion this is where we went
wrong. These are the foods we need to plant.’ Ngio Mbithi
- Community Member

Kisilu Musya leads a
community discussion
after the trailer screening

SOME PICTURES OF THE
TRAILER SCREENINGS:

Screenings took place in Ndatani, Konga, Mutiawa and Mwambani - Kyatune Ward

Pupils from Kongo
Primary School
watch the film trailer

Farmers discuss climate change solutions
after the trailer screening in Ndatani, Mutomo

establish linkages between institutions and the farmers
to ensure these facilities are received by the people who
are in need. The county pledged to use the film as a
tool to create climate change awareness in schools and
among farmers. Following this, Kisilu has found himself
frequently contacted by environment and climate
change organizations researching to work in their area.
Most of the local leaders in their campaigns would
pledge to work with Kisilu and his groups of farmers.
Kisilu is now nicknamed ‘Mr. Climate Change’.

COUNTY LEADERSHIP
MEETING - APRIL 2017
The county is responsible for the approval of plans and
policies for smooth operation and management of resources
and county institutions. It falls directly under the national
government and is the closest highest office that can directly
effect most of the requests of the community, outside of the
private sector. It was therefore a meeting that was crucial.
We needed the county leadership to commit to work with
the community in finding solutions to their challenges from
both the county level and the grassroot level. From the trailer
screenings, the community members selected the leaders
that would go to meet with the county leadership and table
their requests as well as discuss areas of convergence and
alignment with the existing programmes that were already
being implemented by the county.
For the first time in Mutomo, the community representatives
got a chance to sit with their county leadership face to face,
to discuss climate change and how it was affecting them
on the ground. A total of eighteen people participated in
the meeting including seven community representatives.
Present was the ministry of Environment and Natural
Resources plus the Ministry of Agriculture, Water and
Livestock - Kitui County. After a two hour discussion and
watching the trailer, the county leaders acknowledged that

Kyatune ward, where the community members are from is
one of the hardest hit areas by climate change and one left
behind by many government interventions.
They acknowledged the challenges tabled by the community
and welcomed the proposed solutions that the farmers
came up during the previous trailer screenings . The county
leaders explained how they were working in conjunction
with other stakeholders in the same sector i.e. the Anglican
Development Services, the National Government and the
Meteorological Department who participated in decision
making at the county level to provide and work on finding
solutions. They shared with the community the different
programmes on climate change adaptation that were
ongoing in their area and in the larger county. They advised
members how to plug in.
The county expressed its willingness to work with Kisilu
and the community to ensure their services reached them
on the grassroot level. This included markets for the
farmers produce, information on livestock that fared well
in dry and arid areas, seed varieties that could withstand
drought and short rains, frequent training and sharing
of information through the county extension officers and

The community farmer
representatives and
county leaders meeting

In all these, glaring challenges emerged. Water remains
a big problem in many places including Kyatune ward.
The little water available from the dam is salty hence not
suitable for farming. There is a major case of broken
linkages between the government institutions and the
people on the ground and often each is not well informed
of what the other is doing. The resources provided by the
government are very scarce so the community members
have to urgently develop homegrown solutions to meet
the government efforts halfway. They need to actively
follow up on all this and stay on the counties radar hence
funding to follow up on these promises is required.
‘This is a very good depiction of this problem of climate
change in Kitui. We need to organize for the whole team
to watch it and see how they can use it in our work.’
Asst. Director Kitui County Ministry of Environment,
Energy & Mineral Investments Development.
Lima Muthoka community
representative makes a
point during the meeting

‘I am so happy. I never imagined this kind of a meeting
it was very useful to speak for ourselves directly.’ Mueni
Juma, Community farmer representative.

THE FULL LENGTH
FILM SCREENINGS
KITUI - JUNE 2017
In recognition of our previous discussions with the
community members and the information we gathered
during the trailer screenings, we returned to Mutomo to
screen the full length film. In line with the community asks, we
organized for county officers who worked with the farmers
on the ground to attend and relevant stakeholders from
the private sector plus NGO’S that had running programs in
Mutomo and the surrounding areas to be present. A total of
thirteen leaders came including the area chief. The officers
ranged from Environment, Water and Natural resources,
Civic Education and Forestry. This was the first time for the
farmers to participate in a meeting of this nature to discuss
climate change using film as a tool.

In a span of two days about two thousand people from
Mutomo and Ikanga (a different town in Kyatune ward)
watched the film, majority of them women and youth.
During the first screening the master of ceremony started
by reading out the requests tabled by the community
groups and leaders in our previous visits . He asked the

people to confirm if the requests were a reflection of their
needs to which they agreed. These screenings were a great
opportunity for the larger community to engage directly
with their leaders and discuss loopholes in the existing
programmes and climate change mitigation efforts in their
region.

In the discussion they agreed on the need for
farmers to go back to drought resistant crops such
as sorghum, Katumani Maize, millet, cassava and
cowpeas, the need to invest in irrigation systems
and water harvesting to reduce running water
by digging service dams, ground leveling and
protection of the existing earth dams, investing in
new ones and finding ways of purifying the salty
water.
They resolved to work more closely with the government
in conserving the environment through the tree growing
programme by Kenya Forestry Research Institute (KEFRI),

to get climate information through the ‘climate
information system’ a county programme by the
National Meteorological Department of which there are
trained climate change intermediaries who share the
information with farmers through SMS. The farmers
were asked to plug into the ‘Green energy project’ which
the government has partnered with the government of
Japan in producing green energy through solar system.
The county government pledged to work with Kisilu
and the community in the climate change adaptation
efforts.
The community however still grapples with the water
challenge, irrigation, education and information
on climate change adaptation. The government
interventions are not enough nor timely.
‘Destruction of environment starts with us especially
when we start cutting trees, therefore it will be of great
importance to plant more trees so as to reduce drought’
Dominic Musailu - Civic Educator
‘Kisilu is an angel sent by God since he has changed the
lives of people and their perception on climate change’
Sam - Mwendwa ADS
‘Kisilu we congratulate you for your resilience and
advocacy on climate change. My office will support your
groups through distributing seedlings and sensitizing
them on the best ways on conserving the environment.’
Kyambati Silai Senior Chief - Mutomo

Senior chief welcomes
the leaders, Organizations
representatives and Community
members to the Film screening.

Community members
watching the film.

Ikanga town centre came
to a standstill as people
stopped to watch the film
before going home.

Community arrive
to watch the film.

NAIROBI PREMIERE
NOVEMBER 2017
There was a need to do a premiere of this film in the capital,
Nairobi. This would coincide with the international attention
the film was already getting around this period and was in
time for the COP23 gathering in Bonn 2017 where Kisilu had
also been invited. With this premiere we sought to spread
climate change awareness and community driven solutions
to an urban audience and get organizations to know about
the film, use it in their climate change work and also open
doors for more impact screenings and for partners to come
on board to join Kisilu and the community in their climate
resilient movement.

In the run up to the premiere, we reached out to
people through our partner organizations, social
media and regular media platforms. Kisilu had the
opportunity to speak for one hour to grassroot
farmers on the most popular radio station in the
eastern part of Kenya with a base of 1.6 million.
This stirred a lot of interest in the film and his
work. During the show, he received over seventy
calls and sms’s from people who wanted to know
more about the project.

Approximately six hundred people turned up to watch the
film for the Nairobi premiere. This was double the number
we were expecting forcing us to quickly organize a second
screening space so we ended up with a double screening.
It was the first time ever in Nairobi for this many people
to turn up for a documentary film screening. The audience
consisted a mix of film enthusiasts, climate change and
environment organizations, policy makers, students, film
lovers, and journalists. At the end of the film Kisilu, his wife
Christine and the Director Julia got a cheerful standing
ovation from the crowd followed by a robust question and
answer session. People and organizations approached the
film team after the screening seeking to use the film in their
work.
‘I have never seen this many people come to watch a
documentary film in Nairobi’ Aida Mbowa - NOR Director of
Arts and Programmes.
‘I am so inspired. This is the best thing I have watched in a
very long time. Kisilu is so inspiring and seeing the irony of
his present life and circumstances then having to travel to
meet word leaders in a foreign city to represent his people is
just something that stays with you’ Jasmine - Film Studios
Kenya.

‘Thank You for The Rain launched tonight at Alliance
Francaise!!!! Over 500 people turned up to see Kisilu
Musya’s inspiring story and to meet him and his amazing
co-director Julia Dahr after a fabulous afternoons
masterclass at The Box. What a film, what a night! We
had planned to sit out in the Alliance garden but twice
the expected numbers turned up so we had to ALSO
screen in the auditorium!!!’ Judy Kibinge - Executive
Director Docbox (East Africa Documentary film Fund)
Kenya.
‘Thank you for screening this film. I have been inspired
in so many different ways’ Christine Savanne - Member
of the Audience.

Nairobi premiere Kisilu,
Christine and Julia
speaking to the Norway
ambassador in Kenya.

Mixed crowd watch the
film and react after the
Nairobi premiere.

SUMMARY OF THESE
SCREENINGS OUTCOME
On a national level the Nairobi premiere
was followed by more than ten organization
approaching the film team and asking to use it in
their climate change work, others pledged to work
with Kisilu and his community in their climate
change efforts. As a result we will carry out more
impact screening through partner organizations
in different parts of the country. These will be
forums where climate change stakeholders engage
with the community and together finds ways to
strengthen adaptation in their regions.

The film is now part of a Doc Academy curriculum pilot
project. This is being implemented through partners, Doc
society, British Council and Docubox. The clips from the
film will be used to develop learning resources for teachers
to use in alignment with the current syllabus for secondary
schools in Kenya. These resources will be available online
and will be free for schools and teachers.

On the grassroots level, before these impact screenings
Kisilu was working with forty farmer groups but since
these screenings thirty more groups have been formed.
There are now seventy active groups each with an average
twenty five people. The groups that previously existed have
renewed energy. They are now more active in their climate
adaptation activities and tree planting, calling Kisilu more
than before to share his knowledge on climate change.
We developed a list of the most pressing needs and
proposed solutions tabled by the community in adapting to
climate change. This information will guide the next phase
of the impact campaign.
There is increased demand for the film screening in the
neighbouring counties. Following Kisilu’s interview on
radio, he is receiving calls and invitations by farmers in the
county to share the film and talk about his work on climate
change.

IMPACT AND OUTREACH
HIGHLIGHTS - KENYA
4,000 people have watched the
film in Kenya in this first phase of
impact campaign through community
screenings and private organizations.

Developed a report on the most
pressing needs and proposed
solutions tabled by the community
in adaptation to climate change.

30 more farming groups formed since
the community screenings started
bringing to 70 the total farmer groups.

20

Screenings.

Organizations based in Nairobi have
asked to use the film in their work after
the premiere, 4 county governments have
asked to use the film as a climate change
awareness tool in their counties.
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Kisilu featured on the most
popular radio station in
eastern Kenyan reaching
1.6 million people.

Articles on the film, the director
and Kisilu featured on the
country’s leading news paper with
a circulation of 170,000 copies.

IMPACT AND OUTREACH
HIGHLIGHTS - INTERNATIONAL

OBSERVATIONS
& LESSONS LEARNT

•

1 TED Global speech by Kisilu.

•.

230 screenings in 36 countries across the globe.  

•

1 screening and talk by Kisilu at UN Climate
Conference in Bonn, COP23, in collaboration with 		
Mary Robinson Climate Justice Foundation.

•

10 international awards and prizes including Best 		
Feature Documentary.

•

163,230 unique visits to the film website:
www.thankyoufortherain.com

With devolution system of government the county
governments are at the centre of any intervention that involve
community hence they make key allies. The private sector
and non governmental organizations on the ground play a
major role in any community driven event so a collaboration
between these entities becomes an effective approach . It’s
easier for people to benefit from the government programs
if they organize themselves into groups. This gives them
a voice and makes their case urgent to a county whose
resources are scarce and often distributed to those who
actively demand and most importantly follow up.

•

8 - The number of languages the film is translated to.
This includes Kisilu’s local language Kikamba.

•

Thousands of tree seedlings planted by Kisilu and the
community to adapt and mitigate to climate change.

•

11 national TV broadcasts in Europe and 49
countries across Sub-Saharan Africa.

From our experience in Mutomo it was clear that
the use of film is effective in convening people
with similar challenges and makes it easier to
immediately launch into hard topics of discussion
after the screening. The film in this case has
served as an instrument that put a direct spotlight
on the predicament of the people of Mutomo
and in effect, a catalyst for both community
and stakeholders to discuss resources that are
urgently needed on the ground.

Most rural areas are still patriarchal. Majority landowners
tend to be men, women and youth are rarely included in
decision-making and often have less access to information
and resources. Further more, women in poor communities
often face higher risks and greater burdens from the
impacts of climate change. This is despite the fact that
women are key in driving climate solution initiatives due to
their local knowledge. Most men in Mutomo for instance
have migrated to the cities in search of jobs leaving this
responsibility squarely on women’s shoulders.
From the trailer screenings we learned from women and
youth themselves that a first step to address this is to give
them better access to education and start groups where
they can work together in sharing knowledge on community
driven climate resilience solutions, so they can improve
their livelihoods and daily farm practice. By their admission,
information is the most important and sustainable form
of empowerment they can get. Community itself, is best
placed to contribute to solutions and an intervention which
is led by their own is fully embraced.

WHAT’S NEXT

In the next phase of the films impact campaign, we will follow
up on, building climate resilience communities, changing
minds, behaviour and structures. On the grassroot level,
we plan to screen the film in counties with similar climatic
conditions such as Kitui. This will be through grassroot
organizations that are already involved in climate change
work. We will partner with county governments and agencies
i.e. NDMA (National Drought Management Authority) which
works in all the 23 ASAL areas (Arid and Semi Arid Land),
Docubox Screening program to reach schools(Secondary
and universities) plus churches that have active climate
change programs i.e. ADS (Anglican Development Services).
We intend to reach out more to women and the youth.

On the national level we have partnered with
organizations whose mandate straddles
international and continental activities i.e. the
Greenbelt movement, PACJA (Pan African Climate
Justice Alliance) and 350 Africa.org. This phase of
impact will also extend screenings to Uganda and
Tanzania.

The film is one of the two films being used on a pilot
education program by the Doc Academy which aims to
use the power of documentary as a stimulus for learning
and debate among the youth. This will result in teaching
resources that will be made available for free to secondary
schools. We will push for the uptake of these resources by
more schools through the schools screening program.

Top of the most pressing needs tabled by the
people of Mutomo is water. We are planning for
at least two water harvesting dams that can serve
at least 200 households, irrigation projects that
will serve as community information centres while
boosting the economic activities of the area, and
farmers seminars and training. These will be in
collaboration with existing partners even as we
remain open to new organizations that can support
this agenda.
We are currently looking for funds to implement all these
activities.

CHALLENGES AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The main challenge for the impact work of this film in 2017
was, it being an election year in Kenya, it was much harder to
get proper involvement and commitment of the government
stakeholders with most of them not knowing what their fate
would be after the elections and hence reluctant to commit.
The whole year ended up being disrupted by a controversial
election outcome causing even the private sector to slow
down and business in general was a slump. With the
elections behind us, we urgently need to follow up all this
efforts while the momentum is still fresh.
There is need to train more people who can help Kisilu with
administration and to reach the groups with information
on climate change and an even greater need to mobilize
resources to enable travel, follow up and continuation of
this work on the grassroot level.

We need funding to continue with this work.
To build a climate resilient community in
Mutomo, through irrigation projects, training
and seminars and a water harvesting dam.
This will hopefully act as a model community
on how other communities in the country can
deal with climate change adaptation and also
how the county governments can work with
communities for this goal.

MEDIA PRESS AND
REACTION ON THE FILM:

PARTNERS

Docubox (East Africa Documentary Film Fund)
Heinrich Böll Stiftung East & Horn of Africa
350 Africa.org
NDMA (National Drought Management Authority)
Slum Film Festival
Green Peace Africa
British Council - Kenya
Kitui County Government
CSAYN (Climate Smart Agriculture Youth Network)
SASOL (Sahelian Solutions Foundation)
Ford Foundation
Watch the film: http://thankyoufortherain.com/shop
Films Website: www.thankyoufortherain.com
Follow
facebook.com/thankyoufortherain
twitter.com/kisilumovie
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PACJA (Pan Africa Climate Justice Alliance)

